
Scoreboard Instructions

NOTE: The South Field Console/Scoreboard should be turned on first. (Before the North Field –

this may be a myth, but the system seems to work best this way).

1. Plug in and turn on the console. (The on/off switch is on the back left side of the device).

2. The console will display “Previous Code 03 Enter to Resume”. Press the <Enter/Edit> key.

3. The scoreboard should light up.

4. To remove the last games data – press Clear/Alt and then press the Stop/New Game key. This will

clear the scoreboard and set the inning to 1.

a. The other option is to use the console and manually adjust each item (pitches back to 0,

score for home and visitor set to 0, outs set to 0 and no balls or strikes. Inning should be

set to 1.

5. If the scoreboard does not turn on / connect with the console:

a. Turn off the console (back left side) for 1 minute, then turn back on and repeat steps 1-4

6. If scoreboard is still not connected, then press the Clear/Alt key and then the Enter/Edit key.

7. If the scoreboard is still not connected, turn off the console (back left side) and walk to the

scoreboard. Find the plug to the scoreboard and unplug for 1 minute, then plug back in.

8. Plug in Console and follow steps 1-4. Repeat this process until the scoreboard turns on. May

take up to 1 minute for the scoreboard to connect.

9. Upon completion of the game, turn off and unplug the console. Carefully put the console in

protective bag and place the bag in the umpire shed. The antenna connections are very fragile.

DO NOT TWIST.

10. To tighten the antenna, very carefully hold the nut in place (You don’t want that to spin as it will

twist/break the wires inside the console) and turn the antenna to the right.

For other questions or concerns about the scoreboard contact –

Scorekeeping@westseattlelittleleague.com



How to Use the Console

What Action
CHANGE INNING Press <INNING +1> to increment the current

inning. Keep pressing until you get to the correct
inning.

RECORED BALLS & STRIKES Press <BALL+1> or <STRIKE +1> to increment the
pitch types.
NOTE: If the ball value is 4 when <BALL +1> is
pressed, the value is blanked out. If the strike
value is 3 when <STRIKE +1> is pressed, the value
is blanked out.

CLEAR BALL/STRIKE Press <CLEAR BALL & STRIKE> to immediately
reset both values to 0.

RECORD OUTS Press <OUT +1> to increment the current number
of outs.

SCORE (+1/-1) Press the home/guest <SCORE +1> key to increase
the team score or press the home/guest <SCORE
-1> key to decrease the team score.

PITCH COUNT (on separate hand-held device) Toggle to the home/guest, press the <PITCH +1>
button to increase the pitch count and the <PITCH
-1> to decrease the pitch count. To clear the
count simply increase or decrease back to zero.

START NEW GAME/CLEAR ALL FIELDS Press the <CLEAR/ALT> key and then the
<STOP/NEW GAME> key, then press the
<ENTER/EDIT> KEY.

For other questions or concerns about the scoreboard contact –

Scorekeeping@westseattlelittleleague.com


